
Challenge
Technologent is a leading provider of enterprise-class technology solutions in Irvine, California, specializing 
in cloud transformation solutions that include, automation, migration, application mapping and security. 
With the growing demand for cloud services, Technologent needed to develop their cloud practice further 
and keep up with their customers’ needs. They wanted to partner with a distributor that could help them 
accelerate time to market with Cloud and take the time to develop and enable them on evolving to a 
multi-cloud practice. Having worked with Tech Data in the past focused primarily on AWS, Technologent 
began to work with the Cloud team to build out a customized growth plan using the Cloud Acceleration 
Program.

Insight
The Cloud Acceleration Program (CAP) is supported by the Tech Data Cloud Growth Stack comprised of 5 
offerings purpose built to help strategic Cloud organizations scale their practice: Cloud Practice Builder, 
Cloud Solutions Factory, Cloud and Automation Services Team, StreamOne Cloud Platform, and Training 
and Education Services.  

Cloud Acceleration Training & Enablement 
With Technologent’s participation in Tech Data’s CAP program, they have been able to build out their 
strategy surrounding Microsoft Cloud with all levels of the organization. A major tenet of CAP that they 
needed was the training and enablement from the executive level down to the individual sales 
representatives to equip them with the knowledge they needed to be able to deliver and excel at 
providing Microsoft Cloud solutions.

Result
With CAP’s focus on partner enablement, they were able to quickly identify and develop the skills and 
knowledge needed to become a Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform partner. This not only has unlocked 
monetary benefits for Technologent for becoming a Gold partner, but has given them the confidence and 
knowledge to develop a healthy Azure and Office 365 opportunity pipeline, including two large enterprise 
customers totaling over $100,000 MRR with high margin service opportunities attached, but also have 
committed to growing their Microsoft business to $8 million in annual revenue. 

“Utilizing Tech Data’s Cloud Enablement Programs has accelerated our time to market for our 
enterprise-class Cloud Solution Practice. The sales tools, training and resources that Tech Data 
provided are best in class and have resulted in portfolio expansion, more client stickiness and 
greater profitability,” stated Brian McNeil, Technologent Vice President, Cloud Transformation.

Are you ready to accelerate your Cloud growth trajectory? Found out how here! 
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